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Press Coverage of Political Struggle as a Mirroring of 
Double Power Relations: Sociological Reflections on the Media 
and the Struggle for Political Power in Japan
ITO Takashi
Abstract
This study explores the characteristics of press coverage of political strug-
gle in Japan from a sociological perspective to analyze the interaction of 
political journalists and politicians. Major broadcasters and newspapers 
have been criticized for focusing more on the power struggle between poli-
ticians than on the rationality of the policies suggested by political actors. 
Some suggest that the press has such a tendency because the power strug-
gles between politicians are enjoyable to the public and the major mass 
media, constituting private enterprises, have to conform to the tastes of the 
masses. It may be conceptualized that the main mission that the press is 
expected to fulfill is keeping the public informed of the development of the 
reality affecting them. If so, we can find a different explanation in the fact 
that the political news results in reports of the power struggle between 
politicians. The reality of politics is constructed less through public argu-
ment about the rationality of the policy options, than through power strug-
gles between political actors. Press coverage shows reality constructed 
through power struggles between actors trying to affect reality. The press 
is also an actor affecting other actors by pushing reality in the direction it 
sees as favorable. Therefore, we can conceptualize that the reality shown in 
the media is a mirroring of double power relations; that is, the power rela-
tions between the actors that the media covers, and the power relations 
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between the actors it covers and the media itself. Previous research has 
found that political journalists in Japan tend to function as political insiders 
who affect the struggle they cover. As they work inside the political strug-
gle they cover, the Japanese press coverage of it has unique characteristics 
that tolerate some types of inaccuracy which would be unacceptable in the 
coverage of other topics.　
